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A great solution to prevent drain blockages and pollution 
from exiting your site

Quick and efficient pollution solution

Reduces site downtime

Filter horns retain up to 19kg of sediment for safe manual handling

Removes sediment particles down to 100µm

Oil version retains up to 1 litre of hydrocarbon sheen

Quick set-up and straightforward to use

Lightweight and highly visible orange base panel

Simple emptying and disposal

Eliminate time consuming and cost of regular drain unblocking

Dispose of in-line with company hazardous waste procedures

smart pollution prevention products

EnviroHorn

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1. Remove the gully drain grate or cover.
2.  Unfold the EnviroHorn and extend the filter horn to its maximum length.
3.  Carefully insert the filter horn down into the drain chamber until the printed base panel sits onto the ground around the drain aperture.
4.  Place the gully drain grate or cover back into its original place over the filter ensuring that the printed base panel edges protrude above the top of the grate or cover.
5.  If necessary the printed base panel can be cut/trimmed down around the grate or cover to avoid creating potential trip hazards.
6.  If necessary, utilise an industrial water proof adhesive tape to secure the fabric edges to the ground (as displayed).
7.  Carry out a visual safety check of the filter installation to ensure it’s installed correctly and doesn’t cause a safety hazard.
8.  Regular visual inspection should be carried out to monitor the status and condition of the filter. 
If hydrocarbons are present DO NOT REUSE the filter and dispose of the filter and contaminated sediment in line with appropriate hazardous waste guidelines

Made in the UK

Oil and Sediment
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The ultimate product 
for drain protection


